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white placards with immense black typography that invite
you to get married—and of course in States North of Mary-
land it is not lush greennesses that you see, but forests of
corroded twelve-inch piping amongst clouds of poison-
exhaust gases . . , that being called Progress as compared
with lush greenness and invitations to partake of a sacra-
ment . . .
Though it is perhaps wrong to speak of marriage as a
sacrament, since it is only by Rome that the rite is accorded
that honour. . . . And it is only this morning that I read
in my paper that in Edinburgh a crowd of some thousands
of cleanly, industrious, economical, sober, manly, liberty-
loving and I suppose Protestant Scots has set about and
assaulted a nun and her thirty little girl charges who were
going to some Catholic celebration in that city and that all
the traffic of the streets round Prince's Street has had to be
held up so that mobs could conveniently chase solitary priests
going to the same destination. And this is the twentieth
century and . . *
Well, we are in the State that perhaps most of all is a
monument to religious intolerance. . * . For if Papists and
Quakers had not been bashed on the head in the streets
of Lichfield and London and Portsmouth and anywhere
when the King of England was a Papist there would not
have been any Maryland ... or any Delaware. Or even
any Penn. . . .
§
But reading that paragraph of news from the Northern
Athens of John Knox and the Shirra has a little spoilt my
style that getting again on to the Great Route had rendered
a thought luxurious ... as any draught from any North
will kill any profusion of growth. (It occurs to me to make
the note that, in the eighties, Charleston used to be known
as—or to style itself—the Social Athens of America. Never-
theless, the generations of that day were already lamenting
that Charleston gatherings no longer had the elegance and
ton that they used to have in the days of the great parties
of Mrs, Brown in the 'seventies.)

